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Letter from G. Coradi of Zurich to Miller (three pages)

Zurich, the 30th of Novbr 1916.

To
Mr. Dayton C. Miller, Cleveland
Dear Sir,
I have the pleasure to acknowledge receipt of your honored dated the 23 Oct. and
of all printed matter mentioned in your letter.
I am indeed very touched and encouraged to hear that the Analyzer I supplied you
gave practically full satisfaction and that you have been pleased with the execution and
fine adjustment of the apparatus. It is for myself very important to hear that with an
extended use like that which you make with the Analyzer the adjustment has proved to be
very durable and I am very interested to state the practical value of this fact.
I shall study your printed matter and the really very interesting book which I am
very pleased to have, and for which, I beg to agree my Thanks.
After studies made I can write you whether I shall be disposed to make and sale
the apparatus you suggest me to make. I am however always interested to new ideas
which represent besides the only pure scientific value practical and commercial ones.
I very gratefully accept the permission of making use of your idea of the
remodeled details at the analyzer.
It is really regrettable that this Analyzer of which you are proofing the high value
in extent practical application is still nearly unknown. I am therefore greatly please with
your pamphlet books and photos and shall take the liberty to mention these when
occasion occurs.
The totality of work and idea of your researches is admirable and of most
interesting results and I am very grateful to you as to one of the few of the possessors of a
Henrici-Analyzor which have been kind enough to give me an idea of the work done with
the apparatus.
If this would have been more regularly the case, I would probably have had more
practical success with the Analyzer when I would have been able to bring the different
kinds of application to that general knowledge by means of notes in my catalogue and
description.
Thanking you repeatedly for the interest and confiance for the construction of the
apparatus suggested to complete the Henrico-Analyzor you show me. I have the pleasure
of sending you my latest catalogue.
I am
dear Sir
with the expression of my gratitude
Yours very truly
G. Coradi

